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Wetting Hysteresis as the Mechanism of Heat Pipe Post-Dryout 

Thermal Hysteresis and Recovery 

 

Kalind Baraya, Justin A. Weibel1, Suresh V. Garimella2 

School of Mechanical Engineering 

Purdue University, 585 Purdue Mall, West Lafayette, IN 47907 USA 

 

Abstract 

Heat pipes and vapor chambers are passive thermal management devices used for efficient heat transport 

by phase change. Their passive operation is enabled by capillary pumping of the working fluid in a porous 

wick, which is operationally limited by the maximum pressure head it can provide. This capillary limit 

marks the maximum heat input at which the capillary pressure generated can overcome the pressure drop 

in the wick; operating above the capillary limit at steady state leads to dryout. Heat pipes and vapor 

chambers are increasingly being used in electronics systems where end-user activity dictates the transient 

power input which can therefore be highly variable and time-dependent. It was recently shown that heat 

pipes can withstand a power pulse exceeding the capillary limit for brief time intervals. Under such 

operating conditions, the heat pipe will experience dryout only if the duration of the pulse load is longer 

than a certain characteristic time interval. The pulse-load-induced dryout may result in an increased thermal 

resistance when the power is reduced back down to pre-dryout levels, thus exhibiting a hysteresis in heat 

pipe thermal performance. In this work, we experimentally characterize the recovery from pulsed-load-

induced dryout. We further propose that the observed change in steady-state thermal performance before 

and after dryout results from contact angle hysteresis at the three-phase contact line of the wick-liquid 

interface. A model is developed based on this proposed mechanism to predict the nature of recovery from 

dryout-induced thermal hysteresis, as well as to identify that a given heat pipe has a maximum possible 

hysteresis. The experiments illustrate the trends inferred from the model for the recovery process and 

confirm the existence of a “maximum hysteresis line,” which identifies the worst-case scenario for thermal 

hysteresis after heat pipe dryout. Based on these mechanistic learnings, a new testing protocol is proposed 

for experimentally characterizing this post-dryout maximum hysteresis signature for a heat pipe. 
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Nomenclature 
 

 

    

∆Pwick Total wick pressure drop (Pa) x, y, z Coordinate axis (m) 

h Heat transfer coefficient (W m-2 K-1) W Width (m) 

hfg Latent heat of vaporization (J kg-1)  

hvap Vapor core thickness (m) Subscripts  

hwall Wall thickness (m) A Evaporator region with saturated wick 

hwick Wick thickness (m) A′ Evaporator region with dry wick 

k Wall thermal conductivity (W m-1 K-1) B Condenser region with saturated wick 

K Wick permeability (m2) B′ Condenser region with dry wick 

La Adiabatic length (m) l Liquid 

Lc Condenser length (m) sat Saturated  

ldry Dryout length (m) evap Evaporator 

Le Evaporator length (m) cond Condenser 

Lhp Heat pipe length (m) wick Wick 

m″ Mass flux in evaporator region (kg m-2) v Vapor 

P Pressure (Pa)   

Po,sat Reference saturation pressure (Pa) Greek  

Pc,max Maximum capillary pressure (Pa) µ Fluid viscosity (N s m-2) 

P  z-averaged pressure (Pa) ρ Fluid density (kg m-3) 

q″ Heat flux (W m-2) θ Interface contact angle (rad) 

Rg Gas constant (J kg-1 K-1) σ Accommodation coefficient (-) 

T Temperature (K) θr Receding contact angle (rad) 

thp Heat pipe thickness (m) θa Advancing contact angle (rad) 

To,sat Reference saturation temperature (K) β 

ϕ 

ldry/Lhp (-) 

0.5

fg

1.5

sat

2 1

2 2

vh

T R



 

 
 

−  
 (kg m-2 s-1 K-1) T∞ 

u 

Ambient temperature (K) 

Velocity (m s-1) 

 

1. Introduction 

Heat pipes and vapor chambers are liquid-vapor phase-change devices used for hotspot mitigation and 

efficient heat transfer in electronics and other systems [1, 2]. These devices consist of a hermetically sealed 

metallic casing lined on the inside with a porous wick that is saturated with working liquid [3]. The porous 

structure provides surface area for fluid evaporation at the region of a heat source, and its capillary action 
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facilitates passive operation of the device. The vapor generated near the heat source flows to the condenser 

end where heat is rejected; the condensate is passively pumped back to the heat input region due to the 

capillary pressure generated in the microscale pores of the wick. The pressure drop in the wick is thus 

governed by the heat input (and corresponding flow rate of vapor/condensate) and is supported by the 

capillary pressure head. A maximum heat input called the capillary limit exists at which the pressure drop 

across the wick and the vapor core is balanced by the maximum capillary pressure head that the wick can 

provide [3]. Operating a heat pipe above the capillary limit at steady state is accompanied by dryout at the 

heat input region and a significant increase in thermal resistance.  

Most experimental studies in the literature have focused on characterizing steady-state heat pipe 

performance in terms of thermal resistance. Heat transfer mechanisms and thermal performance of wicks 

have been characterized under conditions that simulate heat pipe operation. Iverson et al. [4] measured the 

evaporation rate from a heated porous sample into a saturated vapor environment and showed that a majority 

of the heat transfer occurs through evaporation from the porous medium as opposed to thermal conduction 

along the length of the wick. Liou et al. [5] characterized the performance of screen-mesh wicks, for which 

the thermal resistance was found to decrease with an increase in heat input. They reasoned that the decrease 

in thermal resistance was due to recession of liquid level in the wick as the heat input increased. Similar 

observations of a decrease in thermal resistance with increasing power input were made by Wong et al. [6] 

for sintered copper powder wicks. Apart from characterizing the influence of the wick on heat pipe 

performance, several researchers have experimentally studied the effects of other operational and geometric 

factors on heat pipe performance. For example, surface wettability of the wick material was found to affect 

only the capillary limit, with no other significant effect on the thermal performance [7]. In another study, 

Kempers et al. [8] showed that the thermal resistance of a heat pipe generally increases with increase in the 

amount of liquid charge in the wick. Oversaturated wicks in particular, in which the amount of liquid 

exceeded the available pore space in the wick, led to a significantly higher thermal resistance due to liquid 

pooling in the heat pipe condenser region. Chang et al. [9] conducted experiments to show that a spatially 

non-uniform heat flux had no impact on the thermal resistance of a flat heat pipe.  

In addition to these experimental studies, numerous investigations have also used numerical and analytical 

models to characterize and predict the steady-state heat pipe thermal resistance. Prasher et al. [10] 

developed a reduced-order thermal resistance network approach to predict vapor chamber and heat pipe 

thermal resistance using an effective thermal conductivity for transport though the vapor core.  This 

modeling approach was later used by Sauciuc et al. [11] to benchmark vapor chamber thermal performance 

against metal heat spreaders. A design envelope was identified in which vapor chambers offer lower thermal 

resistance than metal spreaders below a threshold spreader thickness. The choice of working fluid has also 
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been shown to have a considerable effect on the heat pipe thermal resistance. Using a thermal resistance 

network model, Yadavalli et al. [12] explored the design space of ultra-thin heat-pipe form factors and 

identified the resistance imposed by the vapor pressure drop as an important additional factor affecting 

performance; at these ultra-thin form factors, the heat pipe must exceed a minimum thickness to offer lower 

thermal resistance than a metal spreader. A vapor figure-of-merit was defined in terms of the vapor 

thermophysical properties, and fluids with higher vapor figure-of-merit were shown to reduce this minimum 

thickness threshold. Recently, a more holistic approach of choosing  both the working fluid and the wick 

in conjunction was offered for designing heat pipes with minimized thermal resistance [13].  

The studies reviewed above characterize the performance of a heat pipe under steady-state operation. 

However, heat pipes and vapor chambers are used in applications where the nature of the heat load can be 

highly dynamic [14–17]. This has motivated a characterization of the transient performance of heat pipes 

using computational and experimental methods. Early work by Tournier and El-Genk [18] on modeling the 

transient response of a heat pipe accounted for excess liquid pooling in the condenser region. The model 

was used to predict heat pipe thermal response during startup and shutdown processes and showed good 

agreement with experiments.  Modeling efforts have also been used to benchmark the transient response of 

a heat pipe or vapor chamber to a solid heat spreader, and the temperature rise in a solid spreader was shown 

to be slower than a heat pipe or vapor chamber during short-interval thermal cycles [19]. Transient models 

have also been utilized to study the effect of multiple discrete sources on the thermal response of a heat 

pipe or vapor chamber, which led to the conclusion that the effect of spreading in the wick and the wall 

cannot be neglected [20]. Recent studies have sought to identify the mechanisms that govern transient 

transport in a heat pipe or vapor chamber using experimentally validated semi-analytical models for heat 

pipe transport [21]. 

The studies reviewed to this point have investigated the governing transport mechanisms and characterized 

heat pipe thermal performance for both steady-state and transient operations up to the capillary limit. Heat 

pipes and vapor chambers are typically sized to have a capillary limit that is near or above the thermal 

design power (TDP) [22] that represents a time-averaged heat input from an electronic device. However, 

vapor chambers and heat pipes are increasingly finding uses in applications having highly transient heat 

inputs where heat input may exceed this steady-state TDP [22], and often also the capillary limit. While 

device operation above the TDP may last for a brief time interval [23], operating the heat pipe above the 

capillary limit poses a risk for dryout that is critical to understand and assess. Our previous work [24] has 

shown that the heat pipe undergoes dryout if operated above the capillary limit for a time interval exceeding 

a characteristic time called time-to-dryout. The occurrence of dryout during such pulse-load operation 

above the capillary limit makes the heat pipe susceptible to performance degradation, specifically thermal 
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hysteresis after the power level drops back to below the capillary limit. Moreover, the heat pipe was unable 

to recover its pre-dryout thermal performance unless the heat input was lowered to a value significantly 

lower than the capillary limit. Hence, there is a critical need to characterize heat pipe thermal hysteresis and 

recovery post-dryout. 

In this work, we propose that the contact angle hysteresis observed at the liquid-vapor-wick interface in a 

heat pipe governs the dryout-induced thermal hysteresis. A model that accounts for this wetting hysteresis 

mechanism is developed to predict the nature of thermal recovery of a heat pipe after dryout. Using the 

model, it is shown that the thermal resistance as function of power for a given heat pipe recovering from 

dryout has a worst-case scenario which is represented by a maximum hysteresis line. This maximum 

hysteresis line is found to be independent of the history of the dryout-inducing pulse load. Experiments are 

performed to confirm the existence of this maximum hysteresis line in a heat pipe during recovery from 

dryout. Lessons from this work are employed to propose a new experimental paradigm for characterizing 

the dryout and recovery behavior of heat pipes.  

2. Experimental setup 

A schematic diagram of the experimental testing configuration for the heat pipes is shown in Figure 1. This 

setup is similar to the one described in detail in our previous work [24] and is only briefly introduced here. 

A heat pipe sample is balanced on top of polystyrene supports on both ends to minimize the introduction 

of additional thermal capacity during transient testing. The data presented in the following sections are 

obtained using two commercial copper-water heat pipe (Novark Technologies) of identical length (Lhp =130 

mm) and width (W = 8.6 mm), but with different thicknesses (thp = 0.87 mm and 0.62 mm). The heat pipes 

have a resistive heater (nichrome wire sheathed in polyimide) wound on one end to form the evaporator 

section, and the remaining surface is used as the condenser for rejecting heat to the ambient using forced 

convection. An adjustable convection shield allows for the length of the condenser section to be controlled. 

A T-type thermocouple is sandwiched between the heater sheath and the heat pipe surface to measure the 

evaporator temperature. All thermocouples have a manufacturer-specified uncertainty of ±0.3 °C and are 

referenced to an ice point (OMEGA TRCIII) temperature maintained at 0 C as monitored by an RTD. The 

ambient air temperature is also monitored by an RTD.  
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The heat pipe is supported on narrow polystyrene 

supports and features a resistive heater of length Le = 10 mm on one end. The remaining condenser 

surface is cooled by forced convection. A thermocouple is used to measure temperatures at the evaporator 

(A1). Two heat pipe samples are used for this study having the same length (Lhp) of 130 mm and width 

(W) of 8.6 mm, while having differing in total thickness (thp) of 0.87 mm and 0.62 mm. 

 

A programmable power source (Koard KA3005P) powers the heater. A National Instruments (NI) cDAQ-

9178 chassis is used to acquire the experimental measurements. The chassis is equipped with modules for 

thermocouple measurements (NI-9214), RTD measurement (NI-9217), and for measuring the voltage drop 

across the heater (NI-9205). In Ref. [24], the heat loss from the heater was calibrated over a range of 1 W 

to 7 W and found to be within 5% to 9% of the total supplied power input. The experimental power inputs 

reported in the following sections refer to the supplied power before accounting for this heat loss. The 

thermal resistance of the heat pipe is defined based on the supplied power and the temperature differential 

between the evaporator temperature (location A1 in Figure 1) and the ambient temperature.  

3. Mechanism of heat pipe thermal hysteresis after dryout 

As reviewed above, our previous work confirmed that heat pipes exhibit thermal hysteresis in performance 

after the occurrence of dryout, even when the power input drops below the capillary limit [24]. In the current 

work focusing on the mechanism of thermal hysteresis, the heat pipe sample (Lhp = 130 mm, W = 8.6 mm, 

thp = 0.62 mm) thermal resistance is characterized under two stages of operation that differ in their initial 
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heat input to the heat pipe: 1) in the powering-up stage, the heat pipe starts from zero heat input and the 

power is increased to beyond the capillary limit; and 2) in the powering-down stage, the heat pipe starts 

from a power that induced capillary dryout of the evaporator which is then reduced back to zero in steps.  

During the powering-up stage, the heat input to the heat pipe is increased from 0 W in finite increments 

that become finer as the capillary limit is approached. At each heat input level, the heat pipe is allowed to 

reach steady state and the corresponding thermal resistance is recorded. Figure 2(a) plots the thermal 

resistance with power for both stages, with the powering-up stage shown in darker gray. The solid symbols 

are the experimentally measured data points connected by dashed line segments, while the thicker solid line 

overlaid on the solid symbols calls attention to the overall trend. It can be observed that the heat pipe thermal 

resistance with respect to the ambient temperature (23 °C) gradually decreases with heat input until the 

increment above 5.1 W causes a steep increase in the thermal resistance. This significant increase in the 

thermal resistance indicates that a dryout has occurred at the evaporator, and therefore 5.1 W is deduced to 

be the capillary limit of the heat pipe.  

 

 

Figure 2. Thermal hysteresis in a heat pipe after dryout. (a) Thermal resistance of the heat pipe measured 

during powering-up beyond the capillary limit and powering-down after dryout has occurred. (b) Schematic 
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representation of the contact angle at the wick-vapor core interface for the four positions marked A, B, C, 

and D on the thermal resistance plot.  

After the occurrence of dryout, the heat input is lowered in finite decrements in the powering-down stage. 

At each heat input during this stage, the heat pipe is allowed to reach a steady state before the thermal 

resistance is measured, as plotted in Figure 2(a) in lighter gray. Several key observations can be made from 

the heat pipe thermal response during this powering down stage. Over a broad range of heat inputs below 

the capillary limit, the thermal resistance during powering down is significantly higher than the values 

during powering up. This difference between the thermal resistances during the powering-up and powering-

down stages is the significant thermal hysteresis that is induced in the heat pipe by the dryout event. 

Specifically, as the heat input begins to decrease during the powering-down stage, the thermal resistance 

remains practically unchanged from the high value attained after the dryout event. Only when the heat input 

falls below 3 W does the resistance begins to decrease and the difference between the powering-down and 

powering-up curves diminishes. The difference nearly vanishes at the input of 2 W, where the powering-

down curve essentially merges with the powering-up curve (the slight remaining difference is within the 

measurement uncertainty). 

This post-dryout thermal hysteresis observed in the heat pipe is attributed to capillary hysteresis in the flow 

in the porous wick of the heat pipe. Hydrodynamic or capillary pressure hysteresis in porous structures is a 

well-known phenomenon that has been extensively observed in other contexts. The observed hysteresis has 

been attributed to several different mechanisms, the most common of which are the spatial variation of pore 

size, liquid pockets formation due to disconnected liquid domains, and wetting hysteresis [25]. Of these, 

liquid pocket formation due to disconnected domains can be ruled out as a significant cause of hysteresis 

because the porous structure in the current study is a heat pipe wick that is in a so-called “over-dry” 

situation. Because the wick is heated at the evaporator, any isolated liquid pockets would eventually 

completely evaporate due to heating in the absence of any influx of replenishing liquid. Spatial variation of 

pore size can indeed be a significant contributor to capillary hysteresis, and thereby to the thermal hysteresis 

observed in the heat pipe. However, if pore size variation were a major contributor to capillary hysteresis, 

then the trends of thermal hysteresis as observed in the experiments would be sample-specific, and the 

trends would not hold true for other heat pipe samples with different wick types and geometry. As will be 

shown in the following discussions (Section 5.1 and Appendix A), we observe that a characteristic trend in 

thermal hysteresis behavior is observed across various heat pipe samples with different wick types and 

geometry. 

We thus postulate that the observed thermal hysteresis after dryout is primarily due to the contact angle 

hysteresis occurring at the liquid-vapor-wick three-phase contact lines in the evaporator region, where the 
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local contact angle and meniscus curvature are determined by the capillary pressure. To briefly review these 

wetting phenomena, contact angle hysteresis is the difference between the advancing and the receding 

contact angles at a three-phase contact line. The advancing contact angle is the angle at which the three-

phase contact line begins to advance (i.e., wet the solid phase), while the receding contact angle is the angle 

at which the contact line starts to recede (i.e., de-wet). In the context of a heat pipe, interface recession is 

defined as the non-wetting vapor phase displacing the wetting liquid phase in the copper wick, while 

advancing is defined as wetting liquid phase displacing the non-wetting vapor phase in the wick. Wetting 

hysteresis always exists to some degree, and many practical surface-fluid combinations exhibit significant 

contact angle hysteresis due to the presence of surface roughness and chemical heterogeneity. It should be 

noted that the advancing and the receding contact angles, and thereby contact angle hysteresis, are specific 

to a given surface-fluid combination and morphology. For water-copper surfaces (smooth and oxide-free), 

it has been extensively shown in the literature that significant contact angle hysteresis exists [24–26], 

implying that the advancing contact angle is much higher than the receding contact angle. Bonn et al. [29] 

provided a detailed review of the physics governing contact line dynamics and contact angle hysteresis at 

the three-phase contact line.  

The schematic of heat pipe cross section in Figure 2(b) includes a zoomed-in view of the microscopic wick-

vapor interface showing the three-phase contact line. During the powering-up stage at heat loads lower than 

the capillary limit, marked as point A on the powering-up curve (Figure 2(a)), the heat pipe wick is saturated 

at the evaporator. The contact angle, θ, is higher than the receding contact angle (θr), as shown by the 

contact line at point A. As the heat load increases, the pressure head generated in the wick must increase 

commensurately, thus leading to an increase in the meniscus curvature and reduction in the contact angle. 

Specifically, the capillary pressure head provided by the wick is proportional to the cosine of the contact 

angle, which determines the degree of contact angle decrease with an increase in input power. At the 

capillary limit, marked as point B, the contact angle reaches the receding contact angle. Any finite increase 

in heat input above this limit leads to dryout, and a dry patch is formed over the evaporator region due to 

interface recession. As the interface can only recede at the receding contact angle, the contact angle at the 

capillary limit must be the receding contact angle.  

After dryout has occurred, the interface has receded to a new position where the contact angle is governed 

by the pressure drop in the wick and exceeds the receding contact angle. During the powering-down stage 

post-dryout, the pressure drop in the heat pipe decreases as the heat input is decreased. Consequently, the 

interface contact angle increases in response to the pressure drop change. However, below the capillary 

limit, within the range where the thermal resistance is constant as denoted by point C on the powering-

down curve, the contact angle is still less than the advancing contact angle (θa). Even though the pressure 
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drop in the wick decreases, the interface cannot advance because the contact angle is yet to reach the 

advancing contact angle. Hence, the interface remains pinned at the dryout location, thus explaining the 

unchanged thermal resistance with decrease in heat input. At point D, the contact angle has just reached the 

advancing contact angle, and the interface will advance with any further finite decrease in power, thus 

leading to a decrease in thermal resistance as well. Ultimately, at 2 W, the interface fully rewets the 

evaporator region and thus the thermal hysteresis is fully reversed. 

 

4. Mechanistic model development 

An analytical model is developed to predict heat pipe thermal resistance during these powering-up and 

powering-down stages based on the hypothesis that the thermal hysteresis is caused by wetting hysteresis. 

The model solves for the thermal resistance at steady state by balancing the wick pressure drop with the 

maximum capillary pressure head that the wick can provide. The inputs to the model are the wick properties 

(effective pore radii, permeability); wick, wall, and vapor core thickness; working fluid properties 

(evaluated at the vapor core saturation temperature); and advancing and receding contact angles for the 

fluid-substrate combination. This section describes the model setup, key model assumption, and solution 

procedure.  

The setup for the model is shown in Figure 3, where the objective is to replicate the heat pipe boundary 

conditions and geometry used in the experiments (Figure 1). Case I in Figure 3 shows a complete cross-

section of the flat heat pipe geometry under consideration (the remaining cases show a simplified view of 

only the lower half of the geometry). At one end of the heat pipe is the evaporator, and the remaining surface 

is the condenser. Case I represents the heat pipe operation before dryout at heat inputs lower than the 

capillary limit. For modeling purposes, the heat pipe is divided into two zones along the length, such that 

Zone A is the evaporator region and Zone B is the condenser region. Mass, energy, and momentum transfer 

are solved for separately in each zone, and the zones are coupled using suitable boundary conditions. Case 

II represents the heat pipe under conditions where the evaporator experiences partial dryout, that is, the 

dryout front is in the evaporator region of the wick. For Case II, the domain is divided into three zones: the 

evaporator region with dryout (Zone A′), the evaporator region where the wick remains saturated (Zone A), 

and the condenser region (Zone B). Case III represents the heat pipe operation when the evaporator is 

completely dried out and the interface has receded into the condenser region. Case III is divided into zones 

for the evaporator with complete dryout (Zone A′), the condenser region under dryout (Zone B′), and the 

condenser region with saturated wick (Zone B). 
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Figure 3. Model setup showing the liquid saturation along the wick in the heat pipe for three cases. The 

heat pipe has the evaporator section on the left end, while the remaining surface acts as the condenser. 

Case I has a liquid saturated wick, no dryout. Case II (only half geometry shown) is for partial dryout 

where the wick has a dry patch extending over a portion of the evaporator region. Case III is for complete 

dryout where the dry patch covers the entirety of the evaporator. In all three cases, the heat pipe is divided 

into zones for modeling purposes, where Zone A is the saturated evaporator and Zone B is the saturated 

condenser, Zone A′ is the dry evaporator region and Zone B′ is the dry condenser region. 

 

4.1 Thermal model for the wall and the wick 
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A control-volume analysis is performed for energy transfer within each zone (A, A′, B, B′) in all the cases. 

The effective thermal conductivity of the wick is much smaller compared to that of the heat pipe wall and 

the vapor core [10]. This assumption is based on the several experimental works (as reviewed by Bodla et 

al. [30]) and the seminal theoretical work of Carson et al. [31], which have concluded that the effective 

thermal conductivity of the heat pipe wicks for the porosity range observed in commercial heat pipes is 

much less than that of solid copper which is the wall material. Hence, it is assumed that the thermal 

resistance to axial conduction through the wick is relatively large compared to other axial heat transfer 

pathways through the wall and vapor core. Moreover, for the range of extremely small heat pipe thickness 

used in current work (0.62 mm to 2 mm), the normal wick thermal resistance is relatively small compared 

to the heat transfer resistance through the vapor core and hence neglected in the analysis [12]. Furthermore, 

convective heat transfer in the wick is neglected since the diffusive transport dominates the advective 

energy transport [32]. The temperature drop across the wall thickness in the z direction (Figure 3) is also 

neglected.  

For Zone A which represents the liquid-saturated evaporator (in Case I), the energy balance is performed 

between the external heat input, conductive heat transfer in the wall, and evaporative heat transfer from the 

wick, resulting in 
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where the second term in the above equation account for the energy addition due to external heat input, and 

the third term accounts for evaporative heat transfer from the control volume. Note that the wall temperature 

for Zone A ( AT ) is dictated by the vapor core saturation temperature ( satT ) which is computed during the 

model solution.  

For Zone A′ (in Case II and Case III), no evaporation can occur in the dried-out evaporator region, and so 

the governing equation for wall temperature ( AT  ) is a result of conservation between external heat input 

and conductive heat transfer: 
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For the saturated condenser region Zone B (in Case I, Case II and Case III), the energy balance is between 

the convective heat dissipation to ambient, evaporation/condensation heat transfer from the wick, and 

conductive heat transfer in the wall: 
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where BT  is the wall temperature for Zone B and h is the convective heat transfer coefficient to the ambient. 

For the dried-out condenser region Zone B′ (in Case III), the energy balance is between convective heat 

transfer to the ambient and conductive heat transfer in the wall:   
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In each case, the governing equations for the zones are coupled using the boundary conditions of flux and 

temperature continuity at the boundaries between zones and adiabatic conditions at the zone boundaries at 

the ends of the heat pipe. 

 

4. 2 Vapor core hydrodynamics 

Vapor transport is assumed to be 1-D incompressible, quasi-steady, and diffusive. The vapor core control 

volume analysis is identical for both Zone A and Zone B. For Zone A′ and B′, the vapor core saturation 

pressure is assumed to be spatially uniform.  

The pressure drop in the vapor core is assumed to be uniform along the normal direction (z) and thus can 

be expressed as: 
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where vP  is the pressure in the vapor core and vu  is the vapor core velocity along the x-direction. Using a 

no-slip boundary condition for the vapor flow in the vapor core, equation (5) can be integrated to give  
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(6) 

 

Equation (6) is averaged along the vapor core thickness to obtain z-averaged vapor velocity. Performing a 

mass balance over an elemental control volume in the vapor core, and substituting in the z-averaged vapor 

velocity results in  
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(7) 

where vP  is the vapor core pressure averaged along the vapor core thickness. The pressure in the vapor core 

thus can be related to the saturation temperature using a linearized version of the Clausius-Clapeyron 

equation, resulting in 
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The boundary conditions for solving this equation assume zero saturation temperature gradient at x = Le-

ldry and x = Lhp.  

4.3 Wick hydrodynamics 

For momentum transfer in the wick (in Zone A and Zone B), it is assumed that the flow of liquid is 

incompressible and follows Darcy’s law. The pressure drop in the wick thus can be written as  
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l

dP
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(9) 

 

 Here, ul(x) is the flow velocity that varies spatially due to local evaporation and condensation from the 

wick, and can be expressed as 
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As the spatial temperature distribution is first calculated from the thermal model and vapor core 

hydrodynamic model, equation (9) and equation (10) can be integrated numerically to find the total pressure 

drop in the wick. The wick-liquid-vapor contact angle can thus be computed as 

 
wick

c,max

cos
P

P



=  

(11) 

 

Here, Pc,max is the maximum capillary pressure that the wick can provide. It should be noted that for the 

heat pipe cases modeled and characterized in the current work, the pressure drop across the vapor core is 

negligible compared to the pressure drop in the wick [12]. Hence, wickP approximates the total pressure 

drop in the heat pipe. 

4.4 Solution approach 

Equations (1)-(4), (8) and (9) form a complete set of ordinary differential equations that can be solved 

analytically. In the model solution approach, the equilibrium position of the interface in the wick is 

governed by the stage of operation (powering-up or powering-down), such that the calculated interface 

position satisfies mass, momentum, and energy transfer in the heat pipe. During the powering-up or 

powering-down stages, the contact angle is computed in a manner by which the pressure drop in the wick 

at a given input power is balanced by the capillary pressure that the wick provides. The interface is allowed 

to recede if the contact angle θ (computed in equation (11)) reaches the receding contact angle, while the 

interface advances if the contact angle reaches the advancing contact angle. It directly follows from the 

solution procedure that the interface position remains unchanged if the contact angle is between the 

advancing and the receding contact angles. Correspondingly, a range of power inputs will exist for a given 

equilibrium interface position where the pressure drop in the heat pipe is balanced by the wick capillary 

pressure head.  

 

5. Verification of the thermal hysteresis mechanism 

The primary purpose in developing the model is to verify the proposed mechanism governing thermal 

hysteresis behavior during recovery from dryout in a heat pipe. However, predicting the thermal hysteresis 

during recovery from dryout requires various wick properties as inputs to the model, in particular the 

advancing and receding contact angles, which are typically unavailable or not known with confidence for 

commercial heat pipe samples. Therefore, best estimates of these properties, as listed in Table 1, are used 

as inputs to the model; we emphasize that the objective here is not a quantitative comparison with 

experiments, but rather to observe the thermal hysteresis behavior and assess whether the model captures 
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key experimental trends. Note that Pc,max in equation (11) is calibrated such that the wick pressure drop at 

the capillary limit is balanced by Pc,max. To verify the proposed hysteresis mechanism, in the following 

subsections, parametric trends of the dryout recovery behavior are first generated using the model and then 

compared to experimental observations.  

Table 1. Parameter inputs to the model for predicting post-dryout recovery. 

Parameter Value 

Capillary limit 6.1 W 

h 160 Wm-2K-1 

hvap 210 µm 

hwall 200 µm 

hwick 50 µm 

K 1 x 10-11 m2 

Le 10 mm 

Lhp 130 mm 

T∞ 25 °C 

W 8.6 mm 

Wick porosity 0.5 

Working fluid Water 

θa [26] 66° 

θr [26] 10° 

 

5.1. Effect of extent of dryout on recovery behavior 

Pulsing a heat pipe to higher heat loads above the capillary limit leads to a larger dryout region immediately 

after the pulse. This impact of a larger dryout region due to a higher pulse load on the powering-down 

curves is studied using both the model and experiments.  

As noted in Section 4.4, due to the wetting hysteresis, a range of steady power inputs can exist where a 

given dryout length is in equilibrium. At this equilibrium, the heat pipe pressure drop is balanced by the 

capillary pressure head as the interface contact angle (equation (11)) adjusts between the advancing and the 

receding contact angles with changing power input. Hence, depending on the magnitude of the steady-state 

load following the pulse load, the dryout length may decrease if the contact angle is at the advancing angle 

(θ = θa) or remain unchanged (θr < θ < θa). In the model, to capture the effect of increasing pulse magnitudes 

on the powering-down curves, the thermal resistance during recovery from dryout is computed at increasing 
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initial dryout lengths, where a higher initial dryout length serves as a proxy for a higher pulse load. Here, a 

parameter β is introduced for the extent of dryout, defined as the ratio of the initial dryout length to the total 

length of the heat pipe.  

The following discussion briefly describes the process for obtaining a powering-down curve using the 

model. For a given magnitude of β and input power, the contact angle at x = ldry (that is x = β*Lhp) is 

evaluated and dryout length remains unchanged if the contact angle is between the receding and the 

advancing contact angle. However, if the contact angle is greater than the advancing contact angle, the 

dryout length is reduced such that the wick pressure drop is balanced by the capillary head at the advancing 

contact angle. The thermal resistance corresponding to the evaluated dryout length is computed, and the 

input power is then reduced to compute the dryout length (and thermal resistance) at the new input power. 

The process is repeated for decreasing input powers to obtain the powering-down curve for a given 

magnitude of β. A family of powering-down curves is thus generated for increasing magnitude of β. For 

obtaining the powering-up curve, the length of the dry patch is taken as zero (β = 0) for the range of input 

powers up to the capillary limit.  

Figure 4 shows the predicted trend of normalized thermal resistance (normalized such that the values span 

between 0 and 1) with normalized power input (normalized with the capillary limit) for the powering-up 

curve (β = 0) and family of powering-down curves corresponding to each different initial value of β. The 

powering-down curves with higher thermal resistance correspond to higher β values (larger initial extent of 

dryout).  
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Figure 4. Predicted trend of post-dryout heat pipe recovery from increasing extents of dryout. A family of 

powering-down curves is shown corresponding to increasing extent of dryout (β) due to higher 

magnitudes of dryout-inducing pulse load. The power input and the thermal resistance magnitudes are 

normalized. All the powering-down curves decrease along a unique line, called the maximum hysteresis 

line (as marked in the figure). The powering-down curves merge with the powering-up curve at a unique 

heat input, termed the rewetting power. 

 

The powering-down curves are characterized by a marginally changing thermal resistance as the power 

input is reduced from the dryout condition. This relatively flat thermal resistance is larger for higher initial 

extents of dryout. However, at some sufficiently low heat input, each powering-down curve begins to show 

a decrease in thermal resistance, and this input level matches the predicted power input from the model at 

which the interface has reached the advancing contact angle and the dryout patch begins to rewet. The key 

observation from these predictions is that all the powering-down curves decrease in thermal resistance along 

a single line, termed as the maximum hysteresis line as indicated in Figure 4. Therefore, all the possible 

powering-down curves for the heat pipe case considered here will exist in the region (shaded in gray) 

encompassed by the maximum hysteresis line. This maximum hysteresis line thus represents the worst-case 
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scenario (maximum thermal hysteresis) that can occur in a heat pipe during recovery from the most severe 

possible case of dryout. In Figure 4, the line corresponding to β = 0.3 is the maximum hysteresis line, and 

all the powering-down curves for any greater extents of dryout (1 > β ≥ 0.3) overlap with each other. As 

the decrease in thermal resistance along the maximum hysteresis line is a result of wick rewetting, it follows 

that the contact angle of this advancing interface will be the advancing contact angle. Moreover, all the 

powering-down curves converge with the powering-up curve at a single power input. Termed as the 

rewetting power, this is the power below which the heat pipe must be operated to fully recover its 

performance after a dryout event, regardless of the extent of dryout. It should be noted that the rewetting 

heat input can be substantially lower than the capillary limit.  

The characteristic behavior of heat pipe hysteresis and recovery from increasingly severe extents of dryout 

is now verified using experiments. Referring to Figure 1, the heat pipe used for the following experiments 

has a thickness (thp) of 0.87 mm, width (W) 8.6 mm and length (Lhp) 130 mm. Figure 5(a) shows a schematic 

power input profile that was applied to the heat pipe in these experiments. The heat pipe is pulsed from zero 

power to increasing magnitude heat inputs to create larger initial extents of dryout before performing the 

powering-down thermal resistance characterization procedure for each case. A steady-state powering-up 

curve is also acquired for reference. The powering-up and family of powering-down curves are shown in 

Figure 5(b), where the magnitude and duration of the initial power pulse is indicated by the legend. The 

data points are the experimental measurements, with thicker overlaid solid lines drawn to illustrate the 

inferred trend based on the understanding of the behavior gleaned from the model. The hysteresis and 

recovery behave exactly as suggested by the model. It is observed that different extents of dryout lead to 

different powering-down curves, and each powering-down curve has a range of near-constant thermal 

resistance followed by a decrease in thermal hysteresis relative to pre-dryout performance. The regions of 

decreasing thermal resistance all collapse along a single line, which is indeed the characteristic maximum 

hysteresis line identified by the model predictions in Figure 4. Lastly, all the powering-down curves merge 

with the powering-up curve at a single power input value of 2 W, which is the rewetting heat input. Given 

the complex nature of trends in the thermal resistance, this demonstration unequivocally verifies that the 

mechanism underlying the thermal hysteresis has been correctly identified as wetting hysteresis. 
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Figure 5. Experimentally observed trend of post-dryout recovery for increasing extents of dryout. (a) 

Representative power trace (shown only for two pulses with 4 s duration for illustration purposes) used to 

generate powering-down curves with an increasing extent of dryout. (b) Powering-up thermal resistance 

curve, with family of powering-down curves from increasing levels of dryout-inducing pulse loads.  

 

While the maximum hysteresis line in Figure 5 is unique to the specific heat pipe sample and boundary 

conditions utilized during the experiments, the nature of recovery from dryout characterized by a maximum 

hysteresis line is observed in other heat pipe samples as well with different geometry and/or wick type. 
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Additional experimental results showing powering-up and powering-down curves for the two other heat 

pipe samples are shown in the Appendix A.  One of the heat pipe samples has a circular cross section with 

3 mm diameter, 250 mm length, and a sintered particle wick, while the other sample is a flat heat pipe with 

130 mm length, 8.6 mm width, 0.62 mm thickness, and has a fiber wick. For both of these heat pipes (Figure 

A1 and Figure A2) undergoing recovery from dryout, the maximum hysteresis line is observed, asserting 

that maximum hysteresis line is present in heat pipes with different geometry and/or wick type. Appendix 

B further discusses a comparison between experimental data and the inferred trend from the model in the 

change in the maximum hysteresis line with changing adiabatic/condenser length and heat transfer 

coefficient to the ambient; the model captures the experimentally observed change in the maximum 

hysteresis line for changing adiabatic/condenser length and heat transfer coefficient to the ambient.  

 

6. Novel test procedure for characterizing heat pipe recovery from dryout 

All of the experimentally observed trends for the effects of the extent of dryout, change in adiabatic length, 

and change in condenser heat transfer coefficient on post-dryout recovery of the heat pipe follow the 

behaviors inferred from the model developed above. This clearly establishes that the mechanism for the 

thermal hysteresis observed following dryout is the wetting hysteresis at the liquid-vapor-wick interface in 

the heat pipe.  

Identification of the maximum hysteresis line introduced in Section 5.1 provides an important signature of 

a given heat pipe that should be characterized for any device that is expected to undergo brief periods of 

dryout. Once characterized, this maximum hysteresis line provides a bound for the worst-case hysteresis 

that can occur after dryout in a heat pipe. The heat input at which the hysteresis vanishes due to rewetting 

of the wick (rewetting heat input) is also inherently known from characterizing the maximum hysteresis 

line. Owing to its practical significance, we offer a procedure for experimentally obtaining the maximum 

hysteresis line as follows: 

1. From an unheated state, pulse the heat pipe to a heat input exceeding the capillary limit for sufficient 

time duration to induce dryout (longer than the time-to-dryout introduced in Ref. [24]). The 

capillary limit can be characterized in advance, as demonstrated in Figure 2.  

2. Subsequent to imposition of the pulse load, lower the heat input to a value just below the capillary 

limit and measure the steady-state thermal resistance of the heat pipe. Continue lowering the heat 

input in small, finite decrements and measure the thermal resistance at each heat input.  

3. For the rewetting to be occurring along the maximum hysteresis line, the thermal resistance should 

monotonically decrease with decrease in the heat input during this powering-down process. If the 
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thermal resistance does not decrease even at much lower heat input levels, but rather stays constant 

for a range of input power, this would imply that the pulse load magnitude and duration in step 1 

was insufficient to cause dryout to the extent that achieved the maximum hysteresis. In this case, 

the procedure should be repeated with a higher pulse load or a pulse of a longer duration till the 

maximum hysteresis behavior is observed. 

 

Conclusions 

In this work, a mechanism is proposed for the observed post-dryout thermal hysteresis in a heat pipe, and 

it is subsequently confirmed via experiments. An analytical model is developed based on the proposed 

mechanism to study the trend of heat pipe recovery from dryout. The predicted trends from the model are 

then verified using experiments to confirm the mechanism. The following key conclusions are drawn: 

• When a heat pipe is subjected to heat input exceeding its capillary limit, the dryout induced prevents 

thermal performance from returning to pre-dryout levels even after the heat input is reduced below 

the capillary limit. The severity of this thermal hysteresis increases with an increase in the dryout-

inducing pulse input or its duration.  

• Contact angle hysteresis at the wick-liquid-vapor interface in a heat pipe governs the post-dryout 

thermal hysteresis observed. In particular, the advancing contact angle governs the rewetting of the 

interface during recovery from dryout. 

• A model developed based on this proposed mechanism predicts that there is a maximum level of 

thermal hysteresis that can occur after dryout; this maximum hysteresis line is a characteristic that 

is unique to a given heat pipe, and is independent of the pulse load magnitude and duration. 

• The thermal hysteresis after dryout vanishes at a unique heat input, called the rewetting heat input, 

regardless of the extent of dryout and whether maximum hysteresis was attained. The magnitude 

of rewetting heat input is observed to be much lower than the capillary limit and suggests that the 

heat input must be lowered significantly for the heat pipe to fully recover performance after dryout.  

• Given the critical importance of the maximum hysteresis line and rewetting heat input to the post-

dryout recovery of any heat pipe, a generalized experimental procedure is provided for 

characterization of these parameters. 
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Appendix A. Powering-up and powering-down curves for additional heat pipe devices 

 

Figure A1. Powering-up and powering-down curves for a round heat pipe of 250 mm length and 3 mm 

diameter having a sintered wick. The powering-up (green) curve is obtained by increasing the heat input 

in finite increments from zero and measuring the heat pipe thermal resistance at each heat input. The 

powering-down curves are obtained as per the procedure mentioned in Section 5.1. The heat pipe is 

pulsed at 25 W for a brief time interval (two pulse durations indicated in the figure legend), after which 

the heat input is reduced to a value below the capillary limit. 
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Figure A2. Powering-up and powering-down curves for a flat heat pipe of 130 mm length, 8.6 mm width, 

and 0.62 mm thickness, having a fiber wick. The time duration and pulse power input used to obtain the 

different powering-down curves are specified in the legend. 

 

Appendix B. Effect of change in adiabatic/condenser length and heat transfer coefficient on 

maximum hysteresis line  

B.1. Effect of adiabatic length on post-dryout recovery behavior 

The wick pressure drop, and therefore the capillary limit of a heat pipe, scales with the effective flow length. 

For a heat pipe, the pressure drop in the wick is proportional to the effective fluid flow length in the wick, 

with the effective flow length typically defined as (Le + Lc + 2La)/2, where Le, Lc and La are shown in Figure 

1 [3]. For a fixed heat pipe length, the effective flow length can be expressed simply as (Lhp + La)/2, where 

Lhp is the total length of the heat pipe (see Figure 1). Thus, a decrease in the adiabatic length while keeping 

the total heat pipe length fixed leads to a decrease in the wick pressure drop. For a given maximum capillary 

pressure head provided by the wick, a decrease in adiabatic length thus leads to an increase in the capillary 

limit and the rewetting heat input of the heat pipe.  

For modulating the adiabatic/condenser length in the experiments, the convection shield (Figure 1) is 

adjusted along the heat pipe length so as to increase/decrease La. Note that during this process the total 
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length of the heat pipe does not change, hence an increase in adiabatic length would lead to a decrease in 

condenser length, while the evaporator length remains unchanged. Figure B1 shows the experimentally 

measured powering-up (star symbol) and powering-down (solid diamond) thermal resistance curves for two 

different adiabatic lengths. As in Figure 5, the solid lines are overlayed on the experimental data points in 

Figure B1 to illustrate the inferred trend based on the understanding developed from model predictions. 

The rewetting event during powering-down for both condenser lengths is marked by star symbol, and a 

vertical line on the x-axis from the rewetting event marks the rewetting power. As observed in Figure B1, 

the inferred trend from the model indicating a shift in the maximum hysteresis line with a decrease in 

adiabatic length is also observed in the experiments. The absolute magnitudes of thermal resistance during 

powering-up and powering-down also decrease as expected due to a decrease in adiabatic length given the 

larger condenser area available for heat removal to the ambient.   

 

 

Figure B1. Powering-up (star symbol) and powering-down curves (diamond symbol) for two condenser 

lengths (Lc = 65 mm and 72 mm) for a heat pipe with length (Lhp) of 130 mm, width (W) of 8.6 mm and 

thickness (thp) of 0.87 mm. Solid symbols are experimental observations, while solid lines are drawn to 

depict the inferred trend from the model. The dashed arrows indicate the direction of powering-up, while 

the solid arrows indicate the direction of powering-down. 
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B.2. Effect of condenser heat transfer coefficient on recovery after dryout 

The capillary limit of a heat pipe does not exhibit a strong dependence on the magnitude of condenser heat 

transfer coefficient to the ambient [34]. Since the wick pressure drop during recovery from dryout 

(powering-down) is related to maximum wick pressure head by a factor of cos(θa) (see equation (11)), a 

change in condenser heat transfer coefficient to the ambient should not significantly affect the rewetting 

power of the heat pipe. To increase the heat transfer coefficient to the ambient in experiments (Figure 1), 

the volumetric air flow over the condenser surface is increased. Note that during this process, the total 

evaporator, adiabatic, and condenser lengths remain unchanged.  

Figure B2 shows powering-up and powering-down curves for cases with two different heat transfer 

coefficients, with the solid lines representing the inferred trend from the model and the solid symbols are 

the experimentally observed data points. As in Figure B1, the rewetting event is marked by star symbol, 

and the vertical line on the x-axis from the rewetting event marks the rewetting power. As observed in the 

inferred trend from the model and in experiments, the rewetting power does remain practically unchanged 

with increase in heat transfer coefficient. A decrease in total thermal resistance is observed due to the 

decrease in the condenser-side thermal resistance at high heat transfer coefficients.   
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Figure B2. Powering-up (star symbol) and powering-down (diamond symbol) curves for demonstrating 

heat pipe recovery trend with change in heat transfer coefficient to the ambient. Solid symbols are the 

experimental data points, while solid lines are drawn to depict the inferred trend from the model. The heat 

pipe used here has a length (Lhp) of 130 mm, width (W) of 8.6 mm and thickness (thp) of 0.87 mm. 
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